In Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson famously recast the notion of 'dead' metaphor. Rather than accepting conventionality as a criterion for 'deadness', they argued that only metaphors which 'play no particularly interesting role in our conceptual system, and hence are not metaphors we live by... deserve to be called "dead" ' (1980: 55). In later work, Lakoff revisited this definition, suggesting that 'dead' was most accurately reserved for cases such as pedigree, a 'one-shot' metaphor that is not transparent for English speakers because no 'literal' sense exists. This paper examines a number of 'dead' or 'historical' linguistic metaphors for which no 'literal' sense exists in present day English, and considers how and why these 'died'. Some, like pedigree, do not appear to reflect any system-wide mapping, and it is perhaps unsurprising that their metaphoric nature has become opaque. Others, like ardent and comprehend, demonstrate conceptual mappings that must have been active when their metaphorical senses first emerged, and which are still live in other lexemes. To date, there has been little interrogation of the reasons for the loss of literal senses of metaphorically motivated lexemes. I hope to demonstrate that an examination of the historical evidence for the different stages in the 'life' of particular linguistic metaphors can shed light on the nature of metaphor death.
INTRODUCTION
The issue of whether metaphors can be considered to 'die' when they become conventional was the central focus of Metaphors We Live By (henceforth MWLB), which famously recast the notions of 'dead' and 'living' metaphor. Rather than accepting conventionality as a criterion for 'deadness', Lakoff and Johnson argue that only metaphors that 'play no particularly interesting role in our conceptual system, and hence are not metaphors we live by… deserve to be called 'dead' ' (1980: 55) .
Their example of this kind of metaphor is the foot of a mountain; but their definition is complicated by their admission that metaphors like this 'do have a bare spark of life ' (1980: 55) . Lakoff came back to the issue of what might be considered a 'dead' metaphor in 'The death of dead metaphor ' (1987) , published seven years after MWLB. In this short article, he looks at four linguistic metaphors that could all be labelled 'dead'. He identifies two, pedigree and comprehend, as examples for which source-domain terminology is present: i.e., the 'literal' sense of the lexeme is no longer found.
However, he only accepts that one, pedigree, is truly dead, because it is a one-shot metaphor for which no evidence survives in the linguistic system of English. By contrast, although comprehend is not used with any literal sense, it relates to a mapping between concepts that still exists: for example, grasp is used to mean both 'hold physically' and 'understand mentally'. Lakoff notes that, in the case of grasp, 'linguistic mapping is absent ' (1987: 146) ; but his separation of the two cases is made on conceptual grounds. The other examples he considers -dunk and grasp -both have surviving, current, literal senses alongside their highly conventional metaphorical senses. Because of the difference between these types of mappings, Lakoff concludes that 'it would be good terminological practice either to avoid using the term dead metaphor (historical metaphor is more accurate but less vivid) or to reserve it for cases such as pedigree ' (1987: 147) .
The ideas expressed in Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and in Lakoff (1987) have precedents in the work of a number of earlier scholars who acknowledge the importance of conventional metaphor in our conceptual and linguistic systems. For example, Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) spend several pages discussing metaphor they term 'dormant', which 'obtains its effect by drawing on a stock of analogical material that gains ready acceptance because it is not merely known, but is integrated by language into the cultural tradition ' (1969: 405) . Their use of the term 'dormant' anticipates Lakoff's comments about the problem with the term 'dead': they note that '[to call such metaphor "dormant"] intimates that this state of inactivity may only be transitory and that the metaphor can be reawakened and become active again ' (1969: 405) . Three centuries earlier, the Jesuit philologist Pierre Besnier recognised the pervasive nature of conventional metaphor; he noted that 'if we compare them to their first origin, most of our words are nothing but metaphors'. Besnier comments specifically on the kind of metaphor that many subsequent scholars have called 'historical' because of the lack of a corresponding literal sense, noting that 'in order to explain the actions of the most spiritual of worlds, we make use of images that are actually corporeal in their first origin, though most of them have lost their proper signification to assume another that is purely figurative ' (Besnier 1674: 38-39; quoted in Aarsleff 1982: 82, Footnote 74) . Observations like these are testimony to a long history of discussion about the fundamentally metaphorical character of language, which predates MWLB. However, Lakoff and Johnson's work spearheaded a fresh wave of interest in highly conventional metaphor and has been particularly influential in subsequent studies. This paper examines a number of 'dead' or 'historical' linguistic metaphors in English that have been identified in the literature by Lakoff and subsequent scholars and considers how and why these 'died'.
Specifically, I focus on the following examples:
• pedigree (n.) (e.g., Lakoff 1987 , Deignan 2005 • comprehend (v.) (e.g., Deignan 2005) • ardent (adj.) (e.g., Deignan 2005 , Steen 2007 • muddle (v. ) (e.g., Knowles & Moon 2006) All these lexemes have senses in present-day English that are metaphorically motivated from a historical perspective, but the corresponding etymologically literal senses are not recorded in corpusbased synchronic dictionaries. According to Lakoff, pedigree represents a one-shot metaphor that cannot be considered conceptual in nature. By contrast, both comprehend and ardent relate to conceptual metaphors that still exist in the English linguistic system; on the basis of these examples, the presence or absence of a conceptual mapping does not appear to be a decisive factor in the loss or absence of the linguistic mapping. Like pedigree, both comprehend and ardent are borrowed from
French and ultimately derived from Latin, and this aspect of their histories seems key to any account of how and why their literal senses die. In fact, in all three cases it is questionable whether the etymologically 'literal' senses were ever really alive in English, a point raised in a footnote by Elizabeth Traugott in an examination of verbs of assertion borrowed into English from Latin: 'whether they were considered metaphorical when they were borrowed… is another question which deserves investigation…. It is possible that [some]… were actually never thought to be metaphorical in English (Traugott 1985: 53, Footnote 18) .
Muddle is included in the study because it does not have Romance roots and therefore provides a useful comparison. According to its OED3 entry, it is either borrowed from the Dutch etymon modelen or derived from mud (itself of uncertain Germanic origin). It appears to relate to a conceptual metaphor, though perhaps not as clearly as comprehend or ardent.
This study takes as its starting point the data in OED and a number of other corpus-based synchronic and historical dictionaries. Because these resources collect together a large number of real examples for the senses of each lexeme over a long period of time, they provide an excellent starting point from which to track the 'life' and 'death' of the linguistic metaphors mentioned above. 1 The aim of the study is to consider the intra-and extra-linguistic factors that motivate the loss or absence of the literal senses of each.
RECENT WORK ON DEAD AND HISTORICAL METAPHOR
Since Lakoff's 1987 article, a number of scholars have considered the difference between metaphor that is conventional but 'alive' in some sense and expressions that can only be considered metaphorical from a historical perspective, but this has been a relatively minority interest within metaphor studies. Traugott comments that the forms she examines, which includes examples like advocate, predict and concede, probably would not be considered metaphorical or even 'dead metaphorical' by most linguists 'because access to the original meanings is restricted almost entirely to those who know Latin or are interested in etymologies' (Traugott 1985: 38-39) . Deignan notes that 'for some researchers, the fact that ["dead" and "historical" metaphors] are less likely to be regarded as metaphors by current speakers... excludes them from study' (Deignan 2005: 46) . While it is true that historical metaphor has not been of interest to many metaphor scholars and has therefore received significantly less attention than 'live' metaphor, it is mentioned in some wider discussions that categorise different types of metaphor. 2 As Section 1 explains, Lakoff distinguishes between pedigree-1 For detailed discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of dictionary data, see (Allan 2012) . 2 Note that historical metaphor does not always fit neatly into classifications. Müller (2008) proposes that rather than viewing particular expressions as belonging to categories of metaphor depending on degree of conventionalization, they can be classified in context on a dynamic scale from 'sleeping' to 'waking'; she avoids the terms 'dead' and 'alive' entirely. …Where a literal sense of a word is perceived as more core than an established metaphorical sense, the second sense is regarded as a conventionalized metaphor. Where there does not seem to be such a relationship of coreness and dependency between a metaphor and its literal counterpart, the metaphor is regarded as dead.
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Her fourth category, historical metaphor, is arguably more clearly defined. It encompasses lexemes with metaphorically motivated senses but no surviving literal ones. Because her categories are not founded on the kind of distinction between one-shot and conceptual metaphor that Lakoff posits, she considers both pedigree and comprehend examples of historical metaphors, alongside ardent, but she notes that all of her types of metaphorically motivated expression can be further divided into one-shot and 'systematic' along conceptual lines (Deignan 2005: 41) . Effectively, she takes the opposite viewpoint to Lakoff but uses similar categories at different levels of her classification, giving most weight to linguistic considerations while building in a conceptual factor at a lower level. This is consistent with the corpus-based nature of her study; unlike Lakoff, she uses naturally occurring examples -from the Bank of English -as her starting point: hence her emphasis on linguistic expressions and the meanings they represent. Evidence from the corpus grounds a classification that is mainly empirically testable, so that the category of historical metaphor is assigned when and only when no literal 'counterpart' senses are found for metaphorically motivated expressions.
accommodate metaphors that have passed from conventionalization to opacity and are no longer transparent: i.e., have lost any 'literal' sense, and refers to these as historical metaphors within a separate, 'static' classification that separates metaphor into historical, entrenched and novel (Müller 2008: 200-201) . 3 For an excellent summary of discussions of metaphor death not covered below, see Trim (2007: 141-151 (Goatly 2011: 32) . Examples like pedigree and comprehend would presumably both be in the dead-and-buried category, since Goatly does not consider the nature of the conceptual relationship between source and target as part of his classification.
Finally, Gentner and Bowdle's (2005, 2008) lexemes that currently have both literal and metaphorical meanings, but for which the relationship between the two has been obscured so that 'people often do not recognise the semantic relationship' (Gentner & Bowdle 2008: 118) . The difference between dead 1 and dead 2 is of little significance in processing terms: hence, they are subcategories rather than categories. Gentner and Bowdle's term 'career' strongly suggests that dead 2 is the last possible stage in the conventionalization process, though they do not imply that it is a logical final step for all metaphor.
In all these classifications, it is acknowledged that, at a certain level of conventionality, metaphors become less conscious or unconscious for speakers, but that in particular contexts they can be made more conscious. It seems to be implicit that metaphors with historical status (in Deignan's terminology) are unlikely to be 'revived', although some accounts do raise this as a possibility, at least 
A CLOSER LOOK AT PEDIGREE
In his discussion of pedigree, Lakoff recounts the etymology of the lexeme in English and explains its metaphorical meaning (Lakoff 1987: 143- Lakoff's comment that 'we no longer have a vivid, conventionalized mental image of a crane's foot' must therefore be treated with caution. It seems reasonable to assume that Anglo-French speakers were conscious of the mental image that motivated the metaphorical sense of pé de grue, but 5 OED Online is made up of entries revised for the 3 rd edition (OED3), along with 2 nd edition (OED2) entries that have not yet been revised. 6 Pied de grue is recorded as a lexeme in TLFi with two senses. Both are metaphorical, but neither is related to genealogy: faire le pied de grue is defined firstly as 'attendre debout, à la même place, pendant un certain temps ('to wait upright in the same position for a certain period of time') and second as 'attendre les clients debout dans la rue' ('to wait for clients standing in the street', where grue has the meaning 'prostitute'). A separate entry for the headword pedigree exists with broadly the same range of genealogy senses that are found in English, but this is recorded in French only from the Nineteenth Century onwards. According to the etymology section in TLFi, French pedigree is borrowed from English. 7 On the question of this name, see (Durkin 2009 : 5, Rothwell 2005 .
it is impossible to gauge the extent to which the 'literal' meaning of pedigree -or rather, the AngloFrench phrase that was borrowed as a single lexeme -was ever transparent for English speakers as a group. The process of borrowing only one sense of a polysemous lexeme across languages seems to be common. It potentially complicates the extent to which any particular lexeme might be considered an example of either living or historical metaphor. The language-contact situation between Middle English and Anglo-French during the Late Middle English period 8 means that the metaphorical motivation for the 'family tree' sense must have been available for some speakers, but almost certainly not all, while within the language, it has only ever existed as a historical metaphor.
The multilingual situation that existed for Middle English speakers raises a further issue that perhaps has not been adequately emphasized in considerations of historical metaphor and metaphor death. Several scholars make the point that the opacity of particular metaphors might not be shared by everyone, since speakers might be more or less aware of the meaning development of particular lexemes: for example, Müller comments that 'historical metaphors… cannot become conscious because they are opaque (etymologists would exclude themselves from this judgement)' (Müller 2008: 183; see also Traugott 1985: 38-39 , quoted in Section 2). This exclusion of etymologists seems an important aside, since it acknowledges that the opacity or 'deadness' of particular metaphors might be perceived differently by some speakers. Later, Müller (2008: 200) (1) To seize in the hand, etc., take hold of… (7) To extend round or over, enclose, include, surround… (9) To include, cover, deal with (in speech or writing)… (11) (w. animo, mente, scientia, etc.; also alone) To group mentally, apprehend, appreciate, learn… All these senses are borrowed into English, though at different times. OED2 splits the English senses into three main branches: first, the 'literal' senses that correspond to Latin sense 1, collected under 'to seize, grasp, lay hold of, catch'; second, the senses (4 and 5) that are closest to PDE understand and correspond to Latin sense 11, 'to lay hold of with the mind or senses'; and third, the senses (6 -10) corresponding to Latin senses 7 and 9, which are obsolete in PDE, 'to take in, comprise, include, contain'. The order in which the entry sets these out mirrors the most intuitively logical semantic development of the lexeme, starting with the concrete 'literal' senses in Branch I then moving onto the abstract, metaphorical senses in Branch II, but this is not consistent with the earliest OED2 dates of attestation of each branch. The issue is further complicated by evidence in the electronic version of MED under the headword comprehenden, which gives different dates of attestation for each sense. The etymology section of OED2 entry notes that 'the order of appearance of the senses in Eng. was not that of the original development in Latin' 10 , but since the senses are all found in Latin already, there is no reason to expect that the senses would emerge in a particular order in English. The earliest attestation, from 1340, is for a Branch II sense, 'to grasp with the mind, conceive fully or adequately, 9 I have simplified the entry and included only the senses most relevant to this discussion, even though some of the other senses are also borrowed into English and grouped under the three OED branches. 10 There is no clear evidence that the Latin senses developed in this order: all are attested in Classical Latin. It seems clear from the combined evidence of the two dictionaries that the lexeme is borrowed into English, with various literal and figurative senses, in the mid to late Fourteenth Century; however, it is difficult to be confident about when the literal and metaphorical senses, both borrowed from Latin, emerge. Whether or not the metaphorical sense is earlier, it seems highly likely that that it was the most usual and established sense in English from an early period. MED, which gives a very large selection of examples for the ME period for each sense -often giving all the surviving attestations for all but the most common senses -includes 28 attestations for the sub-sense of 'to comprehend, apprehend, perceive' but only the three discussed above for the sense 'to take hold of (sth.); take hold, catch on', all from translations. Though it is less helpful to compare the number of OED2 quotations, since these cannot be taken as representative of frequency in any way, it is striking that only three quotations are listed under the 'grasp' sense (1), which is labeled as 'of late and rare occurrence'. As discussed above, one of these is not a straightforward 'literal' use. By contrast, senses related to 'understand' (4a-c) French by the very early Seventeenth Century.
As with pedigree, it is difficult to say with any confidence that comprehend ever represented a live metaphor in English. It seems highly unlikely that the 'grasp' sense was in the active vocabulary of most speakers. Rather than asking how and why the metaphor died in English, it may be more accurate to ask why it did not come alive. The Latin source sense appears only in a small number of texts written by highly literate scholars who are likely to have been very familiar with Latin. While the same might be true of the 'understand' sense in the earliest period, this meaning later spreads into more frequent and more general use across a greater range of texts. If the metaphor can be considered dead in English, this is at least partly a product of the process of borrowing: the metaphorical target sense but not the source sense is borrowed into general use, or at least into increasingly widespread use. Having said this, it was borrowed in a period when significant numbers of speakers would have encountered the source language and used it in some capacity, along with the Anglo-French cognate comprendre; it may therefore have been more transparent for a greater number of speakers than would recognise the source meaning of the Latin root today. From both perspectives, it can be regarded as a historical metaphor in English if and only if its meanings in other languages known to English speakers are taken into account: calling it a historical metaphor requires both recognizing its etymological history across languages and acknowledging that its opacity as a metaphor varies, to lesser or greater extent, across different periods and for different speakers.
ARDENT
The adjective ardent shows some similarities to comprehend but also subtle and interesting differences. Again, it is a borrowed Romance word, first attested in English in the Middle English period; and, again, it appears to provide one linguistic example of a common conceptual metaphor.
According to OED2, ardent is borrowed from the Old French ardant/ardent, from Latin ardēntem, the present participle of ardēre ('to burn'). In company with other scholars, Goatly (2007: 238) Fire can overcome its Enemy wholy, then it is more Augmented by the Potential Fire therof, which it Univocaly Generateth and Produceth also into the same Actuality with itself; as Water cast in a small Proportion upon a very Ardent Fire doth increas it, and Assist it…'.
However, this usage is difficult to find, suggesting that it continues to be minor. What seem relatively more common in the Early Modern English period are semi-literal, semimetaphorical uses: i.e. ardent is used literally but in a metaphorical context. So a religious text from 1575 asks 'if those ardent flames of charitie haue so inflamed you, that you haue 12 Publication was under the original title A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles. 13 For more detailed discussion of dating in OED2, see (Allan, 2012) . 14 Since the tenth edition, COD has been modeled on the New Oxford Dictionary of English -now published as the Oxford Dictionary of English -which makes extensive use of corpora to establish current usage of lexemes and senses. In the preface, editor Pearsall comments that 'the tenth edition… is firmly based on the evidence, which informs everything we are able to say about the language and the words within it… [including] in establishing currency or level of formality' (NODE vii). weallende ('welling') is used to describe fire; aestuous derives from the Latin aestus ('heat'), and torrid from the Latin torrēre ('to dry with heat'). The section heading itself uses language that invokes or at least derives from the idea of burning, suggesting strongly that the metaphor being expressed is not only a common conceptual metaphor, but seems to be the defining conceptual metaphor in the field. That said, the more recent development of the sense 'very enthusiastic or passionate', typically of a follower or supporter, rather than a lover (the meaning specified in the synchronic learners' dictionaries quoted above) shows ardent perhaps moving away from the conceptual metaphor and from associations with fire or burning. Put another way, the newer use seems to show a weakening of the sense denoting intense emotional feeling in favour of one expressing strong enthusiasm and admiration, although of course the two senses overlap. It may be that, in some contexts, ardent is becoming less clearly associated with passion and love.
A further factor in the marginalizing of the literal sense that may be acting together with the shift in figurative meaning -perhaps the key factor that can explain its current obsolescence in most contexts -may simply be competition from other lexemes with the same sense. The native lexeme burning appears to have the same range of literal senses over time as ardent. It was established in English, with these senses, before ardent was borrowed. It is entirely natural that ardent, as a synonymous Romance word, should be adopted as a relatively high-register equivalent of the native term. Over time, the two terms appear to have become further differentiated semantically, so that in some contexts, ardent took over the abstract figurative sense of burning. This might relate to the decreasing transparency of ardent to an increasing number of English speakers, as knowledge of Latin and perhaps also French has become less widespread among the literate: in other words, the connection between ardent and its source meaning 'burning' has become less obvious, and this has made literal use less likely.
MUDDLE
The final case study presented here involves a lexeme with markedly different origins, and I include it as a useful comparison. The verb muddle is not named explicitly in the discussions of historical metaphor cited at the beginning of this article, although it does appear to meet the criteria proposed by scholars in the field. Knowles and Moon name it as one of a number of examples 'where… the etymological roots show that a metaphorical process has happened; however, their metaphorical nature may not be obvious unless we examine their etymologies' (Knowles & Moon 2006: 18) ; 'the original, literal sense has died out altogether' (Knowles & Moon 2006: 17 A LIGHT-MEDIUM'; they give the examples 'it was a murky discussion' and 'the discussion was opaque'. The use of muddle as a participle, in expressions such as The argument was hopelessly muddled, may be comparable. As Allan (2008: 105) observes, a characteristic property of mud is its turbidity, which may explain the motivation for the mapping. Given the meaning of the -le suffix, which seems to denote repeated movement, there may additionally or alternatively be a connection with the event-structure metaphor posited by Lakoff. However, this seems more tenuous. Since mud is dense, movement through it is presumably difficult; this might be consistent with the metaphor 'difficulties are impediments to movement' (Lakoff 1993: 223, and elsewhere) , where these difficulties relate specifically to understanding.
Unlike the other lexemes discussed in this study, muddle does seem to have been used widely and reasonably frequently in both literal and metaphorical senses early in its history. The decline and eventual loss of the literal senses is not the logical consequence of rare or restricted use; rather, it seems connected to changes and developments in the lexicon that encourage or discourage the use of various senses. The first of these is the emergence of the verb muddy by the early Seventeenth
Century. OED3 suggests this is a conversion from the adjective of the same form. In its earliest uses, muddy has a similar range of senses to muddle, as well as the meaning 'make muddy'. Presently, muddy has entirely taken over the senses relating to mud. Its most common figurative sense has shifted slightly away from confusion of two or more entities towards complication and difficulty: e.g., OALD lists muddy the waters, issue, etc as idiomatic with the sense '(disapproving) to make a simple situation confused and more complicated than it really is'. The competition between the two forms muddy and muddle and the existence of muddy as an adjective with a clear literal sense seems to reflect semantic differentiation between the two related forms. The shift in the relationship between the two forms appears to be supported by a second process of conversion in the opposite direction, whereby a new noun muddle 'state of disorder or confusion' is derived from the verb. This is first attested in the early Nineteenth Century and does not occur with any sense related to mud.
Another concrete sense, 'a confused assemblage', appears to develop from the abstract sense. 19 These noun senses further reinforce the metaphorical sense of the verb.
The loss of any literal 'mud' sense seems to follow from the decline of the -le suffix from which the lexeme was formed. As the OED2 entry (sense 3) suggests, the suffix became extremely unproductive after the end of the early modern period; formations showing the suffix became increasingly opaque as a result. Even in cases of lexemes formed with -le where the base remains in present-day English, the relationship between the base and the derived form is no longer clear: compare e.g. crack and crackle, spark and sparkle, top and topple. By contrast, the meaning of suffixes that continue to be productive, e.g., -ize, -ify, and -ate, is generally well understood. The lack of transparency of -le in muddle makes the lexeme unanalyzable; this makes the mud element less obvious to English speakers. 20 In combination with the emergence of the verb muddy and the noun muddle, the gradual change in the language system disguises the metaphorical motivation of muddle and justifies its status as a historical metaphor.
CONCLUSION
As this study shows, the death of linguistic metaphors -or rather, the loss of literal senses of metaphors that therefore become historical -involves a complex and diverse range of factors and cannot be considered separately from the individual histories of lexemes and the languages in which they are found. Each of the case studies I present in this paper highlights the difficulty of tracing, and accounting for the decline of, senses of a lexeme within and across languages, and shows the importance of the context in which these senses are used and understood by different speakers in different periods.
Historical metaphor must be understood as a term that acknowledges etymological history beyond the language in which a lexeme is found. As pedigree, comprehend and ardent demonstrate clearly, 19 A further concrete sense, 'a stew, esp. one made with fish', is attested in the US and Caribbean; but, again, this has no connection with the 'mud' sense. 20 For a longer discussion of processes of analyzability and lexicalization, see (Durkin 2009: 43-58 ).
borrowed lexis is a rich source of historical metaphor. It is usual for borrowing to involve multiple senses of a word and for some or all of these senses to be restricted to particular text types or registers, because of competition from native lexemes with synonymous or otherwise overlapping senses.
Comparison of ardent's semantic development in English with its current use in its donor language (French) is helpful. In modern French, with no competition from a native synonym, ardent has both a literal sense 'burning' and a metaphorical sense 'passionate'. These have co-existed in general use for centuries. In some cases, as with comprehend and ardent, senses that are found in the donor language are only ever found in the borrower language as rare and minor senses that can become even rarer over time. As pedigree shows, it is also possible for only one sense of a lexeme to be borrowed. The processes involved in borrowing may mean that, typically, historical metaphors are borrowed lexemes, although a much larger survey would be needed to establish whether this is a general rule.
The process by which linguistic metaphors become historical cannot be separated from other processes of lexical change that happen across the linguistic system or that affect other, related
lexemes. An important aspect of the history of pedigree in English is that it was reanalyzed when it was borrowed from Anglo-French: what was a phrase in the donor language was treated as a single word in the borrower language, and thus a new lexeme with a single core sense was established. In a way, the same process appears to have affected muddle, which likewise has been reanalyzed as a single morpheme; in this case, morphological opacity seems to have driven semantic opacity. The loss of literal 'mud'-related senses also appears to be influenced and reinforced by the semantic development of other semantically and etymologically related lexemes, so that the change in its range of meanings must be viewed in this context. Similarly, the eventual loss of the literal sense of ardent seems to be affected by its relationship with the synonymous lexeme burning, which appears to act in competition, gradually taking over the literal sense in all contexts.
Finally, it seems crucial to remember that the 'liveness' or 'deadness' of historical metaphors varies across time and between speakers. In some periods, e.g., when the speakers of two or more language are in contact, the senses of borrowed lexemes in the donor language will be transparent for relatively large numbers of speakers of the borrower language. This appears to have been the case for English speakers during the Middle English period, when Anglo-French was used for particular functions; the metaphorical origins of lexemes like pedigree and comprehend were probably widely recognised. However, awareness of the etymology of borrowed words can also result from familiarity with the donor language, or related languages, entirely through written documents. This might explain why the minor literal sense of ardent continued to be attested in some contexts. The death of metaphor -in the sense used by Lakoff and Johnson and subsequent scholars working in the same tradition -is a highly complex and multifaceted phenomenon, involving factors on various linguistic levels.
Moreover, it is typically subject to widespread variation between speakers over a relatively long time frame. Study of language use and history is crucial to understanding the processes and mechanisms that contribute to metaphor death.
